EMU GULLY
MISSION STATEMENT
To inspire and empower people to live purpose filled lives in unity with others through the
development of their character.

EMU GULLY CORE VALUES

CHARACTER

RESPECT

WALK THE TALK

SAFETY

A “CAN DO” ATTITUDE

CHARACTER
Individual & team success is ultimately determined by character. Growth can only occur through the honest and brutal
assessment on one’s position both individually and corporately, acceptance of responsibility and the implementation of
any necessary action.
Emu Gully seeks to honestly reflect and reveal individual and corporate character traits empowering participants to own
their actions and make adjustments, developing their character, in order to live full of purpose in connection with others.
The ANZAC legend is the foundation of our national Identity. As Charles Bean puts it “Australia was born on the shores of
Gallipoli”. Emu Gully firmly believes that the acknowledgement of our past and the willingness to learn from both our
mistakes and our accomplishments empowers us all to move courageously into the future.
The focus on the core ANZAC character values of courage, perseverance, mateship and sacrifice is central to all Emu Gully
operations and provides the platform for all associated activities, programs and outcomes.
RESPECT
Each and every individual is uniquely designed and created by God to reflect his glory. Emu Gully respects all guest’s rights,
opinions and abilities. It seeks to work cooperatively with mutual respect for all in order to achieve the greatest results.
This respect extends not only to all guests, but to the appropriate use of all facilities and equipment.
WALK THE TALK
Leadership is a complex art that empowers individuals and groups to identify problems, promote growth and achieve goals.
Emu Gully seeks to lead by example in all areas of operation, demonstrating leadership through service, acting openly and
honestly for the greatest benefit of both its staff, and its clients.
Both individual success and personal development are important. However the exponential results that can be achieved
through teamwork demonstrate the power of corporate unity and purpose.
Teamwork is central to every aspect of Emu Gully’s operations. Continued growth, improvement and development are
only possible through the consistent effort and 100% commitment of the team. The Emu gully team not only seeks to
demonstrate effective teamwork at all levels, but also promotes teamwork in all of its activities and programs.
SAFETY
Safety is paramount. The protection of the Individual is of utmost concern. Emu Gully provides a framework which
promotes the greatest possible outcomes within the constraints of all necessary safety precautions.
A “CAN DO” MENTALITY
The power of “yes” and the willingness to investigate “how things can be done” have been and will continue to be integral
to the development and progress of Emu Gully and the programs it delivers.
This “Can Do” mentality is born out of an overwhelming desire to see Emu Gully to continue to grow and develop its
effectiveness and subsequent impact on all participants.
“Success without risk is like triumph without glory”. “In order to achieve greatly, one must be willing to risk greatly”. Both
statements are powerfully true and reflect the need to challenge both individuals and teams to go beyond the boundaries
of normal and comfortable in order to achieve the level of success to which they aspire.
Emu Gully provides and promotes challenging situations whereby individuals and teams are able to reflect on their current
level of operation and evaluate their efforts. This ultimately empowers both the individual and the team to adopt a “Can
Do” Mentality in order to enhance their performance.

